
Creating a sense of belonging with self registration boards, family photos,

key person photos, children’s own photos displayed and their art work

around the room. 

A place to have their belongings with a picture and name, also allowing

the children to put them on their pegs. 

Building the independence by encouraging the children to put own

coats and shoes on. 

Building secure attachments by offering comfort and supporting when

the child needs it. 

Promoting self-regulation and resilience – feelings area, colour monster

resources to explore feelings such as happy, sad, cross (age

appropriately) staff labelling children’s feelings mirrors and books. Access

to comforters when needed. 

Promoting independence – breakfast station, own choices for cereals

and pouring own milk, picking what they want for snack. Feeding

themselves and offering the correct cutlery i.e. fork, knife and spoon.

Free flow to the garden, using the steps on the nappy changing unit and

potty training. 

Encourage turn taking with different resources. 

Makaton signs in different areas of the room. 

Self-care – washing hands when coming into nursery and before all meal

times. Oral health by offering tooth brushes. 

Fine motor skills – playdough, pens, paintbrushes, hair dressing, puzzles

and loose parts. 

Gross motor skills – climbing equipment inside and outside. Steps, ramps,

crates, logs, tyres, stepping stones, dancing and action songs.

Outings to the park, library, shops and photos of pets from home. 

Schemas -encouraging and extending by allowing the child to develop

in their own way. 

Role play using items from home in a homely environment, seasonal

activities and invitations to learning from children’s interests. 

Communication books, adult interactions, Makaton, visual cues, using

good language and adapting to child's learning needs.

Developing communication skills with all children - company designed

visual cue cards with languages relevant to the setting 

We do this by-

Our intent in the 2-3's unit is to ensure a transition from home to nursery, also

from 2-3's to preschool. We understand that children starting nursery at 2 can

be very difficult and some children get separation anxiety. So for this reason

we offer unlimited settling in sessions, for both child and parents to build a

relationship with all staff and get used to their new environment. We also offer

a key person approach. 

We intend to ensure all children are secure in the prime areas and begin their

learning in all 7 areas. We offer a safe environment for children to learn and

grow, both inside and outside. We offer a variety of different resources, for

example sensory play, numbers, books, animals and creative, for all children to

learn how they wish to. 
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